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It’s time to get back to school, but that doesn’t mean summer’s over in AZ! We still have a few more months of the summer heat, so
why not enjoy it basking in the sunlight by the pool side? Check out a few of PHX Architecture’s cool pool designs!

A classic! This 4,100 sf luxurious home in North Scottsdale, AZ includes two master suites, a home office, and three-car garage. With a crisp,
clean design and flair for classic minimalism, the estate’s pool is elegantly simple with a classic rectangular cut and crystal-blue tiles, creating a
shimmering, sophisticated retreat for cooling off from the hot Arizona sun. With timeless design, byPHX Architecture, and enduring style, this
luxury home blends traditional living with modern twists while preserving a taste of home.

In the heart of Paradise Valley, AZ lies this glamorous colonial style estate, designed by PHX Architecture. The 50-foot, indigo-blue tiled, lap
pool is even more inviting on those hot summer days with its sparkling, deep blue waters. It’s tempting to dive in and cool off underneath the
eight spout-style water fountains surrounded by lush landscaping and the nearby Camelback Mountain. With seven bedrooms and twelve
bathrooms, and a two-bedroom, two-bathroom guest house, this classic home is perfect for summer entertaining, between strolling among the
blooming gardens and koi pond and enjoying the misted patios while grilling by the poolside.

 

Among the hills of North Scottsdale lies this stunning hillside residence, a contemporary and artistic spin on the modern home designed by PHX
Architecture. The view from this house is spectacular, especially from its pool. This “cool pool” might just take the cake, with its infinity edge
overlooking the valley. The grassy sitting area and torch bowls illuminating the glorious views only add to the ‘wow’ factor. With its unique open
floor plan, this house mirrors and curves to enhance each aspect, including a custom blown glass chandelier, etched glass entry door, and of
course, the infinity pool.  

 

Located in Phoenix, AZ this estate spans nearly 9,000 sf and elegantly features a conservatory, pool house, guest casita, and dog run. With the
sophistication of a traditional manor, the pool is framed by the lush lawn, with spout fountain features and intricate tiling, perfect for a relaxing
day by the pool or a glamorous party. PHX Architecture designed this masterpiece to create a reminiscent styling of the owner’s childhood
home.
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Amongst the gorgeous red rocks of Sedona, AZ, this 7,000 sf home, designed by PHX Architecture, blends perfectly to complement the
stunning natural rock formations surrounding. The refreshing, modern pool includes an infinity edge and waterfall with sandstone edging and
floating features, perfect for a relaxing summer day. The glimmering pool bottom reflects the sun’s rays, creating as sense of tranquility among
the famous red rocks and beauty of the natural Sedona mountainsides.
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